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A 50% decrease in the magneto-optical Kerr effect is observed in the experiment on subpicosecond laser-
induced demagnetization of the one-dimensional all-nickel magnetoplasmonic crystal. The femtosecond
pulse energy density is comparable to that required to achieve similar values in thin films. Numerical calcu-
lations show that such a decrease is not governed by the uniform reduction of surface magnetization, but is
the result of the appearance of demagnetized and non-demagnetized areas of the surface.
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Experimental studies of ultrafast laser demagneti-
zation have been started with the pioneer work on the
observation of transient magneto-optical Kerr effect in
a thin nickel film irradiated by femtosecond laser pulse
[1]. The observed demagnetization time turned out to
be significantly smaller than the period of magnetic
moments precession. In almost three decades various
concepts were introduced to describe the phenome-
non, such as three-temperature model and various
extensions of two-temperature model [1–3], Elliot–
Yaffet spin-flip scattering [4–6], Landau–Lifshitz–
Bloch equation [7], and time-dependent density func-
tional theory [8–10]. The models predict similar
demagnetization time values but conflict in estima-
tions of required pulse energy density. Moreover,
experimental [11, 12] and theoretical [13, 14] studies
have shown the demagnetization state of metal films to
be strongly dependent on their thickness.

Nanoscale systems support the excitation of vari-
ous electromagnetic modes, which allows electromag-
netic field concentration. Mie resonances [15, 16],
bound states in continuum [17, 18], waveguide modes
[19], Bloch surface waves [20], Tamm [21], localized
[22, 23] and lattice [24, 25] plasmons, surface plasmon
polaritons [26–28] are the examples. Electromagnetic
field concentration allows more efficient optical heat-
ing [29, 30], enhancement of nonlinear [31] and mag-
neto-optical [32–34] effects as well as the reduction of
threshold pulse energy [35, 36] and detection sensitiv-
ity [37] in ultrafast laser demagnetization experiments.
However, nanostructuring results in the appearance of
additional ultrafast processes with new timescales. It
was shown that such mechanisms as plasmon-induced

interband transitions [38], electron diffusion under
inhomogeneous heating [39], thermoacoustic [40, 41]
and low-dimensional [42] effects appear in nano-
structures and have to be taken into account. All these
features can affect ultrafast magnetic dynamics in
nanostructured ferromagnetic films.

In this paper, we experimentally show ultrafast
50% decrease in magneto-optical Kerr effect induced
by femtosecond pump pulse in bulk nickel with sub-
wavelength surface corrugation. The f luence is com-
parable to that required to achieve similar values in
thin films. Numerical calculations show that the
decrease does not correspond to uniform 50% reduc-
tion of entire surface magnetization but is the result of
the appearance of demagnetized and non-demagne-
tized areas of surface.

The one-dimensional magnetoplasmonic crystal
(MPC) is a 500-μm-thick nickel plate with wavy sur-
face. The sample was fabricated by electron beam
lithography and electroplating. First, a 500 nm layer of
negative photoresist was deposited on a glass substrate
that was then exposed by an electron beam to form a
pattern. Then the resist was developed and a thin con-
ductive layer of silver (  nm) was deposited on the
mask. The 500-μm-thick nickel layer was grown on
top of the latter by means of electroplating. The nickel
was mechanically separated from the surface of photo-
resist. The silver layer was removed chemically.

The MPC was characterized by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The sample surface shape is close to sinusoi-
dal, the amplitude of the first spatial harmonic is
45 nm, that corresponds to the modulation depth of
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90 nm, the amplitudes of the second and higher spatial
harmonics do not exceed 2 nm. The grating period of
the sample is 503 ± 2 nm. The sample has already been
studied in detail by optical and magneto-optical
means [32]. It supports the excitation of surface plas-
mon polaritons for a wide range of incidence angles in
the visible spectral range. The spatial configuration of
the sample surface provides the fulfillment of critical
coupling condition (  [30, 32]. A Fano-
type resonance with close to zero minimal reflectance
was observed. Resonant transverse magneto-optical
Kerr effect (TMOKE) reached the value of 2.4 × 10–2

that corresponded to 77-fold enhancement in com-
parison with plane film. Ultrafast processes in the
studied sample caused by laser heating with 800-nm
pump pulse with 7 mJ/cm2 f luence at the resonant
probe wavelength of 645 nm were studied earlier [37].
A 6% reflectance change and 65% TMOKE reduction
from 1.2 × 10–2 to 4 × 10–3 were observed.

Ultrafast laser demagnetization of nickel magneto-
plasmonic crystal is studied here by the pump–probe
technique. A regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire
laser (Coherent Libra) with 800-nm central wave-
length, 70-fs pulse duration, and 1 kHz repetition rate
was used as a source of laser radiation. The normally
incident non-resonant 800-nm pump pulse heated the
sample surface. The probe pulse was TM-polarized
supercontinuum (500–1400 nm) generated in the sap-
phire plate. The angle of incidence to the sample was
12° that corresponded to 620-nm resonant wave-
length. The supercontinuum spectrum above 750 nm
were cut off by shortpass photonic crystal filter.
The pump and probe f luences were 6 mJ/cm2 and
1 nJ/cm2, respectively. Spot diameters on the sample
surface were 700 and 400 μm, respectively. The satu-
rating magnetic field of 500 Oe was applied in trans-
verse configuration.

The measured magneto-optical contrast  was
defined as absolute difference between TMOKE val-
ues in the presence and the absence of pump pulse:

(1)

where  is pump–probe delay. The following equation
was used to define  value:

(2)

Experimental magneto-optical contrast spectra of
the studied MPC at various pump–probe delays are
shown in top panel of Fig. 1. The most significant 
change is observed within the resonant spectral range
from 600 to 640 nm. The TMOKE change reaches its
maximum at  fs pump–probe delay that is
close to the nickel demagnetization time [1]. Mag-
neto-optical contrast  spectrum for this pump–
probe delay is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1
along with TMOKE spectra  (blue circles) and
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 (blue line). Laser heating shifts the TMOKE
resonance by 3 nm and halves its absolute values. The
spectral changes can be governed by either laser-
induced nickel demagnetization or modification of
surface plasmon wave vector . Change of its real
part ( ) should result in the plasmon reso-
nance shift while the modification of its imaginary
part ( ) should affect the resonance -factor.
Since no broadening of TMOKE spectrum is obser-
ved the modification of surface plasmon wave vector
upon laser heating is limited to its real part. One can
obtain the contribution of nickel demagnetization into
the  modulation by compensating the correspond-
ing shift of plasmon resonance. The shift of 
line by 3 nm to longer wavelengths and the twofold
reduction of its absolute values results in  line
(shown by violet dashed line in bottom panel in
Fig. 1). The latter almost coincides with the  line.
Thus, the laser-induced demagnetization of nickel
MPC by 70-fs 800-nm laser pulse with energy density
of 6 mJ/cm2 causes 50% reduction of TMOKE abso-
lute values within the spectral range of plasmon reso-
nance.

The observed decrease in TMOKE values in the
bulk MPC at the given pump pulse energy density is
typical to thin nickel films with a thickness of 15–
20 nm [1, 11, 43]. However, it is known that bulk sam-
ples are demagnetized weaker than films [44]. It was
shown that 65% demagnetization of bulk nickel
requires f luences comparable with the nickel melting
threshold [45]. The inconsistency can be attributed to
the sample surface curvature. It affects both tempera-
ture and probe near-field distributions.

Steady-state distribution of near-field in studied
sample as well as the distributions of absorbed energy
at the pump (800 nm) and probe (617 nm) wavelengths
were calculated in Comsol Multiphysics. Sample con-
figuration (corrugation depth, spatial period) as well
as experimental conditions (angles of incidence of
both beams, polarization, pump fluence) were repro-
duced in the model. The temperature calculation was
carried out within the two-temperature model [46]
that is the system of two parabolic partial differential
equation describing the heat coupling of electrons and
phonons in metals:

(3)

Here,  and  are electron and lattice heat capaci-
ties,  and  are thermal conductivities of an elec-
tron gas and lattice, respectively,  is a coupling con-
stant that characterizes the energy transfer from hot
electrons to the lattice,  is a source term. The
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Top panel: magneto-optical contrast
 versus the pump–probe delay  and probe wavelength

. Bottom panel: magneto-optical contrast spectra (gray
line) taken at 500-fs pump–probe delay. TMOKE spectra
in the presence ( , blue circles) and the absence
( , blue line) of the pump pulse. The description of
the violet dashed line is given in the text.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Top panel: the electron temperature
distribution within a single spatial period of studied sample
at  fs. Bottom panel: the normalized distribution of
the squared electric near-field of the probe pulse in the
sample at the wavelength of plasmon excitation (617 nm).

τ = 500
 spatial profile corresponds to the distribution of
calculated absorbed energy at pump wavelength, while
the temporal dependence follows the envelope of the
pump pulse. The system of differential Eqs. (3) allows
one to find spatial distributions of the electron  and
lattice  temperature at various pump–probe delays.
The values of  were chosen to fit well the
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temporal dependency of differential reflectivity to the
experimental data obtained earlier [37].

The calculated distribution of electron gas tem-
perature at the delay of  fs that corresponds to
maximal  is shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. Non-
uniform heating of studied MPC surface is observed:
the heat is concentrated mainly in the grating grooves
while the hills remain cold. The temperature in the
heated areas is higher than that in the plane films at
the same pump fluence level [1], while the tempera-
ture in cold areas is lower. Since the demagnetization
follows the temperature dynamics, the sample magne-
tization distribution is strongly inhomogeneous in
contrast to a plane film. Thus, the spatial distribution
of probe pulse near-filed defined by the surface plas-
mon localization (bottom panel in Fig. 2) starts to play
a crucial role. The probed area overlaps only partially
with the hottest regions. It results in 50% magneto-
optical Kerr effect decrease that is comparable to that
in thin films under similar f luence values [1, 11, 43].

In conclusion, ultrafast 50% decrease in transverse
magneto-optical Kerr effect within the spectral range
of plasmon excitation is observed in all-nickel magne-
toplasmonic crystal under 6 mJ/cm2 femtosecond
pump. The value for the bulk samples were expected to
be at several times higher f luences [8, 45]. Numerical
calculations of probe pulse near-field and MPC tem-
perature distributions were carried out to explain the
observed feature. TMOKE reduction is not attributed
to the uniform decrease in the entire surface magneti-
zation but to its inhomogeneous heating. The grating
grooves are heated more intensively than the plane
films under similar conditions. As a result only a part
of the sample surface becomes demagnetized. Thus,
macroscopic ultrafast magneto-optical response
relates to the magnetization state indirectly in more

τ = 500
eT
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complex way in nanostructure systems. It requires an
additional consideration and interpretation in each
particular case.
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